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INTRODUCTION 
1. MEDICAL LIBRARIES: HISTORY 
The large collection of medical books existed in ancient Egypt , As-
syria and China may be deduced from the surviving literature , but there is 
little direct evidence regarding the organization of libraries The chief 
Egyptian medical papyri range in date from 1900 to 1200 B.C ,and as they are 
insoftly compendia based on earlier and diverse sources They point to the 
existence of a considerable medical literature. The Tell ell Amarna tablets 
(1412-1326 B.C) contain some medical material, but the Egyptian collection 
do not compare with the great "libraries" of Assyria a papyrus from the Fayum 
(3'^ '' century B.C) contains parts of an inventory of a library comparising 132 
rolls of philosophy and 296 rolls of medical works. 
Hippocrates, the father of medicine, cites a number of earlier authors, 
but doesn't recommended any books. Harakleitos, physician and priest of 
Aesculapius, Is said to have presented his whole library as a prize at a festival 
honouring the God of medicine. The two libraries at Alexandria. The 
Bruncheum and the Separeum were the most famous of the ancient world; 
and as Alexandria was the largest centre of Medical instruction and research 
it is safe to assume that its libraries contained a large number of medical 
work. Medical library controlled by a committee of medical men, and there is 
often honourary librarian who exercises general supervision and acts as the 
administrative link between the committee and the professional librarian. 
Some libraries are entirely supported by the subscriptions of members; others 
derive their Income in whole or in part from the University. Grant committee, 
from the government or from industry. 
2. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 
Medical libraries are united by common subjects matter collections, 
clientele, and service goals. For these reasons they fall within the general 
category of special libraries that support the broad goals of institutions in the 
health field: teaching (Education) research, and patient care, including health 
maintenance, for these supporting for profit hospitals or industries such as 
insurance or pharmaceuticals, contributing to company profits may be another 
major goal. Depending on the institutions mission, the library's collection or 
sen/ices may emphasize all these goals, or only one or two. Medical libraries 
are also distinguished by the emphasis they place on innovative and timely 
user services and for their leadership in library automation and resource 
sharing through networks. The clientele served are primary professionals: 
research scientists and university faculty, physjcions. Dentists, Nurses, 
Pharmacists, Veterinarians, Health administrations working towards careers in 
the health science and services. The primary user group determines not only 
the subject scope and coverage of the materials and time periods' covered. 
The current serial literature forms the bulk of most collections because it 
carries the record of clinical and basic research and the most up-to date 
information on diagnosis and treatment of patients. 
Since the mid -1970 most Medical libraries in the United State house 
also faced growing pressure to meet the health information need of patients 
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and general public. The subject scope of medical library collections has been 
traditionally focused in the basic biomedical sciences and in the clinical 
disciplines of medicine surgery, Nursing, Pharmacy and Dentistry with the 
growing recognition that health is strongly affected by individual behaviour 
and the environment, most medical libraries have collection spanning a broad 
range of subjects and disciplines they may even hold materials in the arts and 
humanities to support patient recovery and rehabilitation through 
bibliotheraphy , music therapy , and art therapy. Public health (including 
environmental sciences and engineering), health economics and policy 
analysis, medical ethics, and the social sciences also complete for a share of 
the acquisition budgets of health science libraries. 
Medical libraries can be divided into three major subgroups-
Academic Health Science Libraries, Hospital Libraries and Special 
Libraries Serving Societies or Associations, Commercial or Industrial 
Companies or Government Agencies. 
The largest and most important medical library in the world is the U.S. 
National Library of Medicine (NLM), located on the campus of the National 
Institute of Health in Bethesda, Maryland. 
The NLM, with more than 5 million items serves as the hub and apex of 
a national and increasingly international network of biomedical libraries linked 
through inter library loan agreements, access to computerized bibliographic 
database, and online document retrieval systems. 
Health science libraries play a major role in biomedical transfer. In the 
U.S., and increasingly through out the world, they work together in a highly 
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structural network to provide health researchers, students and professionals 
from a variety of health disciplines with access to the Worlds Health 
Information Medical Library resources. 
3. SERVICES 
> Online services 
Health sciences librarians have an array of resources and access 
system to assist the user database are mounted on in-house computers or 
CD-ROM network systems, requests for resources are sent and received over 
electronic mail, and library information systems may be linked to patient 
information system, library on-line catalogues, and diagnostic systems. The 
primary use of online database service has been producing bibliographic 
tailored to the exact needs of specific users, but researchers have found other 
valuable users of online searching .many databases include abstracts of 
articles, providing users with brief resumes of the contents of the articles 
cited. Such abstracts are especially important to researchers and residents 
needing specific answers. Searchers can retrieve citations by age group, by 
institution, by country of origin ,by language, or by a variety of other criteria as 
well as by combining a number of search topics. 
> Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI) in Medical 
Library 
The advert of online databases made possible an automation method for 
keeping current. Database venders now offer S D I services that provided 
relevant searches at regular and frequent intervals. A library or database 
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vender begins by establishing a profile of each individual's specific subject 
interests. The profile includes, in addition to the combination of Topics, 
restrictions such as age group, human or animal.language .countries or 
regions, and time period to be covered Another useful method of keeping 
abreast of the literature on a regular basis is to review the weekly issues of 
current contents, published by the institute for scientific information . This is 
an early alerting service That contains the table of contents of journals, often 
before they are available commercially not only in print, but online and in CD-
ROM versions that can be accessed by author, subject, or journal titles. 
> User Instruction 
Medical librarians have always instructed users as how to find 
information and how to work effectively in a library. Many health science 
libraries now offer formal courses in library use, teaching users about the 
range of reference materials available ways to review the literature, and way 
to enhance library skills many users assume that one search can course all 
the literature they need. Librarian emphasize how to formulate a search 
strategy, how to use Boolean and key word strategies and how to select from 
the various databases available the ones most likely to contain the subject 
sought. They also teach users how to select likely database using such 
criteria as title coverage and time span courage and they teach users how to 
limit their searches to terms likely to be. 
> Audiovisual services 
Health science libraries have long included non-print resources as well 
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as the traditional Printed materials in their collections to support instruction an 
continuing education in their institutions, many, both large and small offer an 
array of audiovisuals items such as models, slides, audio and videotapes, 
videodisk, interactive computer software. 
4. MEDICAL LIBRARIES IN INDIA 
The concept and practice of medical librarianship has undergone 
considerable change during the last 3 decades. Today's Librarian is not just 
looking after a collection of books but some one v\/ho is handling knowledge 
and information as in many other disciplines, there is indeed on immense 
increase of medical literature appearing year after year, even day after day, 
but in the filed of health sciences it can occasionally e distress to be 
uniformed about recent progress. No medical doctor, whether a general 
practitioner or a specialist, can adequently treat his patients without being 
informed of new views, new explanations, new theories or new approaches in 
biophysics, biochemistry enzymology, etc. It is factually impossible for a 
doctor to collect the necessary information and read it adequately in the few 
spare minutes available to him. 
As a consequence, medical libraries have a very heavy responsibility 
indeed. They most find the ways and means "to acquire the essential 
information, to organize and store it in such a way that it is easily retrieval, 
and to actively promote its dissemination to those who may need it. The whole 
process from the transcriptions of scientific information through publication 
dissemination and storage, to the retrieval at the appropriate time, has 
evinced an urgent need, for the co-operation of librarians, editors, doctors, 
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and information specialists. Technical facilities and know ledge have 
developed in recent years in such a way that it is a challenge for a medical 
library to play its parts in this world wide co-operative endeavor so vital to the 
future of mankind. 
5. IN RETROSPECT 
Medical libraries in India have largely developed along with various 
institutions in the field of medicine. Through existence of systematic teaching 
in Ayurveda is known to date from second century B.C. at the University of 
Taxila and in the fourth and seventh century A.D. At the Nalanda, the few 
libraries of those days could have onsly Sanskrit manuscripts mostly works of 
sushrut, charak, and other classical writers, and commentaries on these by 
their successors, during the mughal period, the Ayurvedic system was 
relegated to the background as the mughul rules petronised the Greece-Arab 
system. With the Portuguese, French and British, homeopathy and allopathy 
came to india. However, some princely states managed to keep Ayurvedic 
Medicine a live through all these turbulent period, even to this date rich 
collections of these tents are owned privately. 
The first medical school was started at Calcutta in October 1824 with a 
view to imparting uniform and better education. This school was later 
converted in to a medical college in 1835 but without any library. By the end of 
the nineteenth century Ten medical colleges and schools were functioning 
India. 
Their number rose to twenty five by 1946. Lt. Col. D.P. McDonald, an 
India Medical service officer, conducted a survey of libraries in these colleges 
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and seven research institutions in 1945. He found that no library in India 
subscribed to more than 230 journals. He strongly recommended that a 
central library bureau should be established for abstracting, translating and 
microfilming. He also recommended special training in medical librarianship, 
grants for library purchases and a comprehensive collection of the history of 
medicine. Specific mention should be made of a pioneer cooperative effort 
sponsored by the India Research Fund Association now known as India 
council of medical research. This sorbed the bingeing of the era of union 
catalogues in the country. 
In 1946 the health survey and development committee (Bhore 
committed) also took note of the existing conditions of medical libraries in 
India and strongly recommended the establishment of central medical library. 
The committee noted that there was no medical library in India with more 
than 11,000 books a part from bound periodicals. 
6. POST INDEPENDENCE DEVELOPMENT 
With the attainment of independence in 1947, the country began a long 
march to wards developing a socialistic pattern of society. A general sport 
started in the field of education and research, and gathered momentum during 
successive 5 year plans. There are about 260 medical libraries in the country 
which have been established for the use of members of medical and dental 
colleges, associations and societies, research institutes and government 
departments. Pharmaceuticals companies and large hospitals. Most of these 
libraries offer Shelton service to their clients and suffer from all the typical 
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disadvantages, such as lack of space, indecency of financial support, dearth 
of trained staff, and the total lack of any training in the use of a library. 
Libraries attached to research institutions and medical colleges are 
gradually improving their collections and services, but other medical libraries 
are still in the formative stages. In 1960 the Udupa committee, which reviewed 
the working seventy sin Ayurvedic college, pointed out that only thirty one of 
them had some sort of library facility the committee recommended that -
i. Every Aurvedic institution should maintain a proper Library under large 
of a trained medical library. 
i i. A central reference library should be established. 
iii. Collection and review of old manuscripts scattered all over the country 
and publication of the more important ones, translation of old tents.and 
preparation of suitable text books should be undertaken. 
The scenario in the medical libraries of the Third World is totally 
different. Though most nations realize the importance of networking, there are 
few plans or mandates to establish national or regional networks. The World 
Health Organization assumed the leadership in making the development of 
the South East Asia Health Literature Library and Information Services 
(HELLIS) possible. A working group identified the major areas of cooperation 
in 1979, but visible progress has yet to be seen in India. In fact, it is in the 
resource-deficient. Third World countries that there is urgency for optimizing 
the information exchange to tackle the multiplicity of health problems. 
At present, there are about 400 medical and biomedical libraries 
throughout the sub-continent. These are attached and scientific research 
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institutions, voluntary and private organizations. The strength of collections, 
budget, infornnation services among these libraries is dependent on the local 
administration, and awareness by the funding authorities of the importance of 
libraries. Most of the libraries function in isolation and negligible efforts have 
been made by the authorities to integrate their activities. 
FUTURE PLANS AND REQUIREMENTS 
1. An inventory of the total available resources in health science libraries. 
2. The establishment of Regional Medical Libraries. 
3. The strengthening of existing health science libraries by providing them 
with finance, manpower and equipment. 
4. Building up the net work activities to involve the 600 health science 
libraries. 
5. The provision of Selective Dissemination of Information (SDI) services 
for network users at ail levels. 
The Working Group on Medical Education. Training and Manpower 
Planning of the Indian Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has calculated 
that approximately US $18,000,000 is needed to achieve these aims. 
CONCLUSION 
Funding and manpower alone will not solve many of the problems. The 
first essential is to identify precisely what is needed and by whom. The first 
priority must therefore be given to a detailed nationwide survey of health 
library user needs, both from a discipline-oriented point of view and as an 
assessment of individual institutions and their library users. 
10 
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By maximizing and rationalizing what already exists, wasteful 
duplication of efforts as well as material can be avoided. India has resources 
in librarians and libraries, and these should be rationalized and built upon to 
provide essential support for health programmes. 
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SANJAY GANDHI POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF 
MEDICAL SCIENCES (SGPGIMS), LUCKNOW 
The Sanjay Gandhi Post Graduate Institution of Medical science is the 
youngest of the post-graduate medical institutions in the country. In 1983, the 
govt, of Uttar Pradesh created this autonomous institute by an act of the state 
legislature, the objective being to create a centre of excellence for providing 
facilities of medical sciences in the existing super specialties, and such others 
as may emerge in future the institute has the status of a state University and 
is empowered to grant its own degrees, diploma and other academic 
distinctions. 
The institute has been extremely fortunate in that, at the instance of the 
central govt, of India, is received grant-aid from the govt, of Japan for its 
equipment's needs. This made it possible for the institute of come of age 
within its open to further such linkages with other national and international 
institutions. The institution was with these ideas that the Sanjay Gandhi 
PGIMS was conceived to meet the challenges of the list century. In today 
context of globalizations, the investment in institute can be considered a 
furtheristic foresight. 
OBJECTIVES 
1. To create a centre of excellence for providing medical care, education and 
research facilities of high order in the field of medical science in the super 
specialties and such others. 
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2. To develop patterns of teaching in post-graduate medical education in 
super specialties so as to set a high standard of medical education. 
3. To function of referral hospital. 
4. Provide for postgraduate teaching and conduct research in the relevant 
discipline of modern medicine and other allied sciences, including inter 
discipline field's of physical and biological sciences. 
5. Conduct experiments new methods medical education. 
6. Prescribe courses and curricula for postgraduate studies. 
7. Give training to teachers for improving medical education. 
8. Co-operate with other institutions in conducting of research and higher 
education in medical field. 
CENTRAL LIBRARY: SGPGIMS, LUCKNOW 
The central library of SGPGIMS established in 1988 to provide access 
to "current Health Literature". It designed to function and centre of learning 
and need the requirements of various academic programmes of the institute. 
The library has a rich collection of books and it also acquiring almost all the 
important service in the area of medical sciences such as recent advances, 
current problems, year book etc., in the year 2003, nearly 310 foreign medical 
journals and 16 Indian journals along with WHO global serials are being 
subscribed. The back volumes of all the subscribed journals are available in 
the library since 1987. The library has also the collection of back volumes of 
few journals in microfilms. 
The opening hour of the library extends from Monday to Saturday, 
Round the clock and in Sunday and holiday from 8 am to 8 pm. 
S/nirocfuclion 
The SGPGIMS libraries an automated library. The entire collection of 
this library is amounts to 20,000 documents. The materials are available in 
conventional and non-conventional form. The material also available in non-
book material such as MEDLINE, internet, LIBSYS etc. Dr. P.P. Rawat the 
chief librarian at present. The central library of SGPGIMS at present has a 
total No. of 12 persons - Chief Librarian Grade-I, Librarian grade - I I , 
Librarians Grade-lll-8, UDA-I (Office clerk) and one library assistant. The 
SGPGIMS central library have a number of facilities such as-
> Open access. 
> Cool and calm reading room for sixty persons. 
> Lending of reading material for one week. 
> Current periodicals a. Abroad-310, b. lndians-16. 
> Bound volume journals from 1987-2002. 
> Procurement search facility on line through internet. 
> Office literature search-MEDLARS CD-ROM (1966-1998), CCOD. 
> Photocopy facility. 
> Catalogues (Subject, Author, title) 
> Bound volumes journals catalogue. 
Internet Facilities 
> The Internet facilities in the library is available round the clock. 
> Only bonfide members of the library/institute are entitled to use this 
facility. 
> The maximum time allotted to surf the NET is only 1 hours. 
> Only literature search or search related to academics is permissible. 
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Literature search plays a very important role in research activities study 
of related literature implies locating, reacting and evaluating reports of 
research as well s report of casual observation and opinion that are related to 
the individual's planned research project. Reviev^ ^ of related literature is very 
essential in a new research topic. 
Mulay (1969) has point out the importance of related literature as 
follows. "The survey of the literature is a crucial aspect of the planning of the 
body and the time spend in such a survey In variable in wise investment". The 
search for literature should be conducted in a system othenA/ise the search 
may lead io the wastage of labour and time and poor retrieved of relevant 
information. This chapter presents an overall review of studies conducted 
abroad as well as in India in chronological order regarding the topic "study of 
the medical library services" SGPGIMS, Luckhnow. The investigator reviewed 
only these studies which are related to the present study or indirectly related 
to the present study. 
Byrd and Shedlock (2002)[1] conducted the study under the title "The 
association of academic Health science libraries Annual Statistics: an 
exploratory twenty five year trend analysis" This paper presents an 
exploratory trends analysis of the statistics published over the post twenty four 
editions of the annual statistics of medical school librarian in the United States 
and Canada. The analysis focuses on the Canada. The analysis focus on the 
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small subset of nineteen consistently collected data variables to provide a 
general picture of the growth and changing detentions of services and 
resources provide by academic health sciences libraries over those two and 
one-half decades. The paper also analysed survey response pattern for U.S. 
and Canadian medical school libraries, as well as osteopathic medical school 
libraries surveyed since 1987. The trends show steady, but not dramatic, 
increases in annual means for total volumes collected, expenditure for staff 
development and travel and for collections, which have both outpaced 
inflation. The service of the academic health science libraries for inter library 
lending requests has remained steady about 75%. The academic health 
sciences libraries from 1977 through 2001 has provided an interesting, but 
necessarily, picture of the growth and changing dimensioned of services and 
resources provided by Academic Health Science Libraries over the past two 
and one-halt decades. A careful study of this trend data can also provide 
library managers and academic administrators with valuable insight to guide 
future planning. 
Halker (2002)[2] Study carried out under the title "Health Information 
Analysis: News clipping services". The objectives of this study are to 
categorized the latest information on health, which is available in daily news 
paper. Identify the areas covered like disease, biomedical research, health 
care, reproductive and child health, drugs, food and nutrition, yoga and 
physical fitness environmental health and Health Policy.Convey to the 
research scientists, medical professional about the coverage of health in 
different newspapers. The national documentation centre is subscribing total 
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nine newspapers, seven are in English and rest in Hindi languages. This 
service plays a vital role in the dissemination of current information on health 
and related areas. 
All the health science libraries and other special libraries may provide 
press clippings service along with other services. It may form part of 
integrated improvement of information activities. 
Serdeshmukh and Rao (2002)[3] Study discussed under the title 
"virtual medical library for online medical Education" the virtual medical library 
is an initiative under the virtual medical university-Meduersity's mission. It has 
been assigned a critical role in supporting medical education and evident of 
internet and associated technology have become handy for collection 
development, and management of ever increasing volume of information 
available by remote access. The library is actively involved in collection and 
dissemination of the internet sources by applying conventional library 
organization methods and use of modern internet associated tools and 
techniques. The main objectives are to setup network links, with no upper 
limits in number with institution holding highly valuable into resources in the 
core and allied medical specially areas, provide in to Package to the user 
group, creation and use of modern tool and techniques to proved access via 
internet to online medical infonnation to all its users. The important services 
are on line services, offline service such as journal alert, document delivery 
service, search request service, 
Tennant and Miyamoto (2001 )[4] carried out study under the title 
"The Role of medical libraries in undergraduate education: a case study in 
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genetics" For the last five years the University of Florida Health Science 
Centre Libraries have successfully partnered with the department of Zoology 
to the provide instruction supporting genetics information skill to 
undergraduate genetics students. These students have performed well on 
rigorous associated term project, have learned to search the literature and 
genetics databases that will be of use to. Them in their future careers, and 
have produced Informative papers on their assigned genetic disorders. The 
authors believe that this project can serve as a model for other undergraduate 
biomedical science courses and that medical libraries and librarians, with their 
subject related expertise and information resources, can and should be 
effective partners in undergraduate education. Librarian worked out with up to 
120 undergraduates providing bibliographic and database instruction in the 
tools that practicing genetics use (MEDLINE, Gen. Book, BLAST, etc.). The 
centre library provide BIOSIS, CAS, SDI and MEDLINE to its users. The 
library benefited from this partnership on a variety of fronts, including the 
development of skilled library users, pertained future clientele and increased 
visibility among campus research laboratories. 
Urs (2001 )[5] Studied carried out under the title "curriculum on 
information services for education of health Information professionals. "This 
article emphasizes on specialized training is required in the management of 
health science libraries and information centres for the post-graduate training 
programme designed by the Rajiv Gandhi University of Health sciences in 
Karnatka, for the health science information professionals a curriculum has 
been designed . The regulations framed for the P. G. Diploma course are also 
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describe. The objective of the study concentrated on man power studies 
conducted by various experts in the field of health information profession 
have revealed that there is a great need for highly trained manpower of 
managerial cards to man the different health information centres in India. 
The important services are literature search and Bibliographies, technology 
inquiry service , document delivery service translation service , database 
search, reference search . The proposals made above have been under 
active consideration for projection in different institution of health science 
subjects in karnatka. This will lead to the development of health information 
professionals for variety of information work, namely, information gathering, 
capturing, presenting and evaluating process 
S. P. Singh (1999)[6] Conducted a study under the title "Reader 
services in IIT libraries (India ) : a comparative study" the main objective of 
the study were to find out the different type of readers services such as 
lending service , ILL, Reference service , Bibliographical service, CAS ,SDI, 
Indexing abstracting service, photocopying, translation, book-bank, etc. 
Investigators uses the questionnaire and interview method for collecting the 
data and library records were used for collecting other required information. A 
high percentage of users aware of their provision except translation service 
where users awareness was found to be low . 
S. P. Singh (1999)[7] made a study under the title "IIT library (kanpur): 
users assessment of collection and reader services the main objectives of this 
study, to analysis of users opinion about the adequacy of the categories of 
documents, to know users response and to know reservation facility provided 
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by the library. The major findings of the majority of the users rated the library 
collection, service such as ILL, photocopying services, reference services 
etc and attitude of library staff is good, library services have been found 
to be satisfactory. 
Alian (1998)[8] Conducted the study on the topic of "Medical libraries 
in the state of Bahrain". He state that the medical Wbranes Is the synonymous 
with health science libraries, fall within the general category of special 
libraries. In general medical libraries here common objectives, collection, 
users and services. 
The main objectives discussed in the paper was about the concept of 
medical libraries, and to survey the present status of medical libraries in the 
state of Bahrain in terms of history collections, staff and services. The study 
gives a general background about the state of Bahrain and its libraries and 
also studies about the problems facing medical libraries. 
The Medical Library can achieve most of its objectives by offering 
suitable library and Information to its users in a suitable time and place. These 
services include: borrowing service, reference service, bibliographic service, 
indexing and Abstracting services. Photocopying service, user training 
programmes, SDI, CAS, on-line bibliographic search service and after 
services, clinical practice and health care services, research by facility, staff, 
and students, education and training of health care professionals, 
administration of health care services and educational programs, and 
preservation of institutional publication or related materials. 
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Arif, Sibai and Sulaiman (1998)[9] carried out a study under the title 
"Inter -library Loan service in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia: A case study of 
medical libraries " the last 20 years have seen a marked increased in co-
operation among Saudi medical libraries, with inter library loan service at the 
forefront. The study investigates the current situation of co-operative inter 
lending and resource sharing among Medical libraries in the kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia. The study discusses various methods for provides inter-
library loan service including direct inter-lending through union catalogue, 
and centralized lending. Other resource sharing activities are also describe in 
the case study methodology documents interviews, and personal 
conversations were utilized to provide needed information . A number of 
medical libraries were choosen, and their inter-library loan requests for the 
year 1995 were thoroughly investigated. Result are analysed, and some 
concluding remarks for future action were presented . Saudi Medical libraries 
should also become familiar with the latest scanning, storage and for 
the launch of full scale electronic document delivery service, the 
important service also include e-mail, fax and phone services . 
Mostert, BJ (1998)[10] Conducted the study under the title 
"Community libraries" The concept and its services with particular reference to 
a South African community library system". The purpose of this study were 
determine norms against which the characteristics of community library 
services could se tested, to determine whether these services are truly 
community oriented, or whether they are still conventional public libraries 
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disguised as community libraries. For the collection of data questionnaire, 
interview and observation method used by the investigated. 
Active community involvement seems to be limited to the extent of 
requesting the establishment of a library services. Community are funded non 
of the community generated funds. All the community libraries provided a 
community information service, where by information concerning community 
matters are provided assistance in fielding out forms and writing curriculum 
vitas are also provided and typing and photo copying machines are available. 
Co-operation between the community libraries and other organization in the 
communities exists. The other libraries co-operate with organizations on an 
ad-hoc basis. 
Seth, D.B. Ramesh and Sahu (1997)[11] carried out the study under 
the title of "Utility of Library collection, in a special library". A case study the 
information explosion as a natural and the special libraries highly complete 
and specialised in terms of collection and services in the recent year the 
concept of library collection has been changed from quantity to quality, a mere 
size of a library collection is not a positive proof of its usefulness. So it is 
important to conduct, users survey, time to time to measure the adequacy of 
its collection, effectiveness and also the usefulness of other facilities and 
services. 
Information needs of users, their awareness and interest towards the 
present library services, adequacy of library collection etc. have been 
observed. The scope of special libraries in the fields like chemistry, chemical 
engineering, mining, materials, geology, metallurgy etc. The data thus 
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collected have seen used to understood the users requirements, the use of 
the library collection, the most frequently used collection of the library, various 
sources of information used by the users. 
The present study course five years data on library and documentation 
section updated in the annual report RRL Bhubneswar and by circulating the 
questionnaire as a library users survey. 
Some findings are - It is clear that users give maximum importance to 
the relevancy of the needed document, Expressed to have current research 
information by majority of the users in their run field, Ph.D. and P.G. students 
are using more books and journals articles to meet their need & requirements, 
most of the users are not aware about the on line, CD-ROM, E-Mail etc., non 
book material collection should be strengthens, computerised literature search 
is highly welcomed, over all collection of library are not adequate. 
Shafi (1997)[12] studied under the title "Health sciences research 
libraries of India: An appraisal" There are near 600 Health Science Libraries in 
India which provide information support to institution to which they are 
attached. Act of them 170 institutes belong to research section. The present 
study is an attempt to survey Health Sciences Research Libraries (HSRL) of 
India specially for their collection finance, personnel and services. Health 
sciences research institutions attached to ICMR, CSIR, DRDO, CCRA & S, 
CCRH, CCRUM and CCRY & N. The study based on the questionnaire 
method primarily the data were collected, and analysed for about 75 health 
science research libraries of India in respect of their establishment, resources, 
finance, personnel and services. This paper presents major findings and puts 
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forward few suggestions. The questionnaire were drafted and mailed to 140 
libraries, the data obtained on various aspects of HS & RLS were classified, 
summerised, presented and analysed using various statistical techniques. 
A few services be provided by every library irrespective of its size, 
objectives, clientele. They include: reference service, inter library loan. 
Photocopy Service, Current Awareness service etc. 
Jotwani and Mehia (1996)[13] conducted the study under the title 
"Network of health science libraries in India, Role of the national Medical 
Library". The need for a national information network which could contribute 
significantly of the national effort of achieving Health for all by 2000 AD. The 
role of National Medical Library (NML), World Health Organization (WHO) 
South East Asia Regional Office (SEARO), and medical library association of 
India in setting up of a network of health science literature, library and 
information services in India. Responsibilities and functions of the national 
focal point. The objectives are, information network is a set of interrelated 
information system associated with communication facilities, which are 
cooperating through more or less formal agreements, in order to implement 
information handling operations, with a view of pooling their resources and 
provides better services to the users. The important services are documents 
delivery service, resource sharing. In order to assess the impact of resource 
sharing and to suggest ways and means to optimize its benefits. 
Dixit (1995)[14] gives an overview about "Health Science Libraries in 
India-their resources and services" this paper identities the different type of 
health science libraries located in various organizations engaged in research, 
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education and training , administration relating to heaitin and family welfare. 
These medical libraries have been grouped into four categories namely 
Research, Academic, Medical and Hospital, based on the function of the 
organization/ institution to which they are attached. Basic library services, 
such as-Reference services, CAS, SDI, Bibligraphical services, MEDLARS/ 
MEDLINE, Abstracting /Indexing and Reprographic services have been 
studied . The survey indicated a significant imbalance among the resource 
hold and services rendered. The main objectives of this study to examine in 
detail the strength and weakness of the resources of health science libraries. 
The resources include finance, documents, services equipment such as 
photocopies. Microfilm, Audio-Visual, Computers, and Manpower. Also aimed 
to pinpoint the need and means for the appropriate development of these 
resources. 
Lalitha (1995)[15] Made a study under the title "Information seeking 
behaviour of medical and engineering personnel-A comparative study with 
reference to their library use". The objective of the study-To find out the 
sources and services, now existing, in the respective field to satisfy the 
information needs of the two categories, to assess the primary libraries (i.e. 
the libraries in the institution of their work) of these users, to find out the 
response of the uses towards the existing system, particular the reason for 
under utilization, if any of the existing facilities, to find out the sources and 
services. The methodology used in the study includes literature search survey 
using questionnaire, supplement with interview for collect data. User 
information seeking behavior will take a clear shape and expression only 
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when he is provided with the proper bibliographic mechanism and resource 
support in the light of modern technology and user education programmes. 
Dixit (1994)[16] Carried out study under the title "Online database and 
databanks of U.S. National Library of Medicine "this study explains the 
establishment of the U. S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) and its 
collection, both print and non-print materials. Describe the publication of 
Indian medicos, medical subject headings-responsible for bringing the world-
wide health sciences literature information under bibliographical control as 
well as indexing operations and its online system. Elaborate various online 
databases and databanks accessible through two computer subsystem of 
(Medlars) MEDLARS, Viz ELHILL and toxnet. Discuss internet accessible 
resources and its capabilities, international MEDLINE agreements and 
collaboration with WHO. The contribution to health sciences is fairly high. 
The rapid growth of knowledge in the field of health science has 
created innumerable problem for library manager in the acquisition, 
organization and retrieval of accurate information to the right person at the 
right time. Many of the NLMs established services are available over the 
internet through telnet. The services include MEDLARS, TOXNET, and 
DOCLINE. The National Informatics Centre in New Delhi India has begun 
to provide online search services in addition to setting up a tape leasing 
centre for providing MEDLARS services to health professional in India. 
Even NLM and WHO continue to provide some photocopies of journal 
articles are provided to developing countries, their arrangement can only 
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partially meet the demand. Unless other resources in developed countries 
can be found, the need for ILL to developing countries will continue to grow. 
Dixit (1994)[17] Undertook a study entitled "Status of Indian health 
science libraries: A critical review". The quality and effectiveness of medical 
research, practice and education in different part of the world is largely 
dependent on the accessibility and use of the world knowledge base. Every 
nation, rich or poor, developed or developing, is investing a significant Portion 
of its resources in health, family and community welfare measure, traces the 
emergence of health science libraries belonging to the allopathy system till 
1944, in a chronological order. Findings of the various surveys undertaken 
after 1945 to assess the status and simultaneous publication of the directory 
of medical libraries by the institution depicting the available resources and 
services of libraries, have been discussed. The establishment of research 
institutions in the field of health and allied sciences and their libraries after the 
five year plans have been elaborated. The services provided by different 
libraries have been grouped into seven categories namely, reference service, 
current awareness service (CAS) Bibliographical services, SDI, MEDLARS/ 
MEDLINE search service, abstracting/ Indexing services and photocopying 
service. 
The library resources and services in HSL's (Health Science Libraries) 
are not up to request standard. The functioning of the effective delivery of 
health literature through this method depends upon the active participation of 
national, regional, sub-regional and sectoral centers of information for 
achieving an integrated national system for medical and allied sciences. 
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S. P. Singh (1994)[18] Conducted a study under the title "Evaluation of 
collection and services provided by the IIT: users point of view". The 
objectives of this study to find the type of documentary sources required by 
were, to know the problem faced by the users in using the library the major 
findings are, majority of users in orders to priority visit the library to update 
their professional knowledge, consulting the document for research use 
and for borrowing the documents, as far as helpfulness of their services is 
concerned circulation has been ranked at the top such as photocopying, 
reference, bibliographical, SDI & CAS, translation etc are in the receding 
order of usefulness. 
United States, Department of Health and Human services (1994)[19] 
conducted a study under the title of "National Library of Medicine: World know 
ledge for Nation's Health". This study refers to the national library of 
medicine, Betheroda, USA as the world largest research library as a national 
research library on Medical sciences. Its activities as a national resource for 
all US health science libraries. These include access to MEDLARS and other 
databases. This library's computer-based Medical literature Analysis and 
Retrieval system (MEDLARS) was established to achieve rapid bibliographic 
access to NLM's vast store of biomedical information. There are some 
important activities of NLM are as: collection and services, National 
resources, MEDLARS, Research and development, toxicology information 
programmes. Grant programmes and other databases. The NLM is the world 
largest research library in a single scientific and professional field. The 
collection of NLM stand at 4.5 million items-books, journals, technical reports, 
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Manuscripts, Microforms and pictorial material. The library extensive 
collections and information sen/ice may be used by health professional and 
health science students. Books and journals may consulted in the reading 
room, inter library loan. Resource sharing. Reprographic services, 
Veeranja Veyulai, K. (1994)[20] made a study under the title "A study 
with reference to information sources and services Sri Venkateswari medical 
college library Tirupathi" The main objective of the study the problem of 
readers if any in using library service and various services that rendered 
by the information systems , various type of information need of the S.V. 
Medical library various methods by which the readers seek their 
information - the library facilities available to staff and students, their 
effectiveness. The questionnaire method was used to collects the data. The 
major findings were that the basic sources are adequate. This may be due 
to the frequent use of the medicos for their day to day responsibilities 
Viz.; treatment diagnosis and teaching; the adequacy of the reference 
sources fall short this may be due to the loss number of reference sources 
available in the S.V. Medical college library; majority of the students 
respondents have not understood the classification systems ; most of the 
respondents are not satisfied the Inter library loan service offered by the 
library ; the catalogue cards are not arranged strictly according to the 
alphabetical order. 
Dixit {1993)[21] Conducted study under the title "U.S. National library 
of medicine and its database". The US National Library of Medicine (NLM) 
and its collection, origin of the MEDLARS system and its development in 
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Phase as well as its various ingredients, such as unit record, thesaurus, 
indexing system and the emergence of MEDLINE system; illustrates the 
Publication of index medicus, the criteria and critical elements to be 
considered for selecting the journal for indexing purpose and the online 
indexing system different type of activities are carried out by NLM from time to 
time beside MEDLINE database available at NLM, international MEDLARS 
agreements and collaboration with WHO. 
Dixit (1993)[22] Carried out the study on assessment of health 
literature information services in Indian health science libraries. The common 
goal of a Health Science Library (HSL) is to provide access as efficiently and 
effectively as possible to the infomnation resources needed in the work of the 
institution of which the library part HSL main objective is to provide pinpointed, 
relevant and timely health science literature information to all echelons of the 
health team. The HSL purpose of assessing the strengths and weakness of 
health literature information service such as Bibliographical service, CAS, 
SDI, MEDLARS/ MEDLINE Indexing and Abstracting, translation and 
reprographic services of 240 Medical libraries belonging to modern medicine 
and recommends the suitable steps to be under to optimise the utilization of 
available resources and services. 
Marshall, Fitzgerald.Busby and Helton (1993)[231 study carried out 
under the title "A study of library use in problem-based and medical curricula." 
A key question for librarians and medical educators who are planning for 
curriculum changes is whether students and faculty in Problem Based 
Learning (PBL) programmes use the library and its resources differently than 
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do participants in traditional programmes. Data collected in the study 
suggested that more medical students in the problem based curriculum than 
in the more traditional programs use the library and that, when the PBL 
students use the library they do so more frequently, for longer period of time, 
and as source of a greater proportion of their study materials students in the 
problem-based curriculum use the following resources more extensively. End 
user MEDLINE searching, library journals, reserve of short term loan 
materials, photocopy services and audiovisuals materials. PBL students also 
report purchasing more text books 
Seth (1992)[24] conducted a study under the title "photocopying 
services in specials library: An analytical study ". In this he has been made to 
article analysis the data on photocopying of article etc. Supplied Xo the 
scientists of the laboratory from both in house and outside sources. The 
analysis how effectively the photocopying services are utilized by different 
division of the laboratory. The major findings are that the- photocopying units 
with its available manpower and technical know-how are doing a good job. 
Data also show that there is some problem in efficient functioning. They are 
lack of trained staff for handling the equipment; the librarian is not provided 
with sufficient non-recurring funds for developing the unit i.e. acquiring 
additional equipment, its maintenance and repairing. 
R P Kumar (1991)[25] Conducted a study under the title "An 
evaluation of library and information services provided by medical library". The 
main objective of this study was to develop patterns of teaching in the under 
graduate medical education in all its branch so as to demonstrate a high 
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Standard of medical education to all medical college and other allied institution 
in India; To bring together in one place educational facilities of the highest 
order for the training of personnel in all important branches of health activity 
and to attain for India self sufficiency in post Graduate medical education. 
Questionnaire method was used to collects the data. The major 
findings were book collection should be strengthened. New edition should be 
purchased immediately as soon as they became available in the market, New 
periodical should be added in the subscription list, Forgetting list of books 
in inter library loan an additional person should be deployed. 
Pathan and Karisidappa (1989)[26] Studied under the title "Health 
Sciences Library Network for India: A proposal" the medical/health science 
libraries will have to anticipate and increase in these of their collection, Inter 
Library loan and borrowing facilities and be prepared to accept additional 
responsibilities and an increased workload. The library networks are dynamic 
and are a means rather than an end. These are tools so assist libraries and 
their users to satisfy health information needs. It is a fact that India has an 
urgent need for such a facility which is far greater than ever before it is an 
important and valuable national venture that may will be the solution to the 
improvement in the standards of medical/health education and its graduates 
and will positively help shape the entire profession of health science 
librarianship. There are four major phases at the objectives: collection 
development, training of library staff, consortia formation, establishment of 
national network and management mechanism. 
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There are some important services provided by the libraries ILL, 
MEDLARS services, back up services for libraries in the region, continuing 
education courses for library personnel, announcement list of new 
acquisitions, submit periodic progress reports to the NLM. 
Griffith, White and Drott (1986)[27] Discussed under the title "Test 
of Methods for evaluating Bibliographic database: An analysis of the national 
Library of medicines handling of literatures in the medical behavioral sciences. 
This article reports on five separate studies designed for the National Library 
of Medicine (NLM) to develop and test methodologies for evaluation the 
products of large database. The methodologies were tested on literatures of 
the Medical Behavioural sciences (MBS). One of these studies examined how 
well NLM covered MBS monographic literature using CATLINE and OCLC. 
Another examined MBS Journal and serial literature courage in MEDLINE and 
other MBS-related database available through DIALOG. The objective of this 
study-In developing methods of measurement, the research compare 
database and services - To establish benchmarks for quantitative measures -
To access the wider range of MBS literature - to examine a wide variable of 
approaches to accession and processing the courage of this study in major 5 
database PSYCINFO, BIOSIS PREVIEWS, SCISE ARCH, SOCIAL 
SCISEARCH and EXCEPTA MEDICA etc. examined to gain insight in to 
different courage policies and their Implementation. 
Roth (1985) [28] Conducted a study under the title "Moving a medical 
centre library". The medical centre library was scheduled to move twice in one 
year. The paper outlines our planning procedure and execution of the two 
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moves. The medical centre library collection of 30,000' book and journal 
volumes and 600 audiovisuals is described. A bibliography of the library 
literature concerning library moves is attached. 
Our analysis showed that four issues needed to be addressed such as 
space planning, avoidance of service disruptions, library staff morale, and 
physical handling of materials. There are some important services which 
provided by the medical centre library. The library which opened in 1927 has 
enjoyed an excellent reputation for pToV\(ii\r\q service \o med\c3\ ceri\xe 
patrons. Patrons were encouraged to request literature searches prior to the 
moves commencement and to expect some delays in document delivery. 
The photocopy machines, inter library loan-area, and terminals for 
database searching, telephone system service among library staff and its 
patrons 
Matheson (198'1)[29I Discussed under the title "A study of the health 
sciences library: Its role in education for the health sciences". The association 
of American Medical colleges, under national library of me,dicine sponsorship 
is conducting a study of the academic health science library's roles in 
education for the health professions as these may be affected by changes in 
health information handling and management. The study's aims, objectives, 
and methods are described. The study aims to develop deciding principles for 
the use of academic health centre administrator, library administrators, federal 
agency personnel, and other involved in planning and policy decision making 
for health sciences libraries. The most important services provide by the 
health science library are inter library loan, BIOSIS, CAS, SDI and MEDLINE 
etc. 
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METHODOLOGY 
This chapter deals with the methodology used in the study and has 
been discussed under the following headings: 
1 . Statement of Problem 
2. Objectives of the Study 
3. Hypotheses 
4. Pilot Survey 
5. Methodology 
> Sample Population 
> Variables taken 
> Tools and techniques employed 
> Data collection procedure 
> Data Analysis 
1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem for the present study is entitled "Study of the Medical 
Library services of SGPGIMS, Lucknow." 
2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
> To know the basic purpose of the user for their visit to the library. 
> To know about the users view regarding the different type of services of 
the SGPGIMS central library. 
> To know which most impressed services of the library. 
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> To know about the satisfaction of the users regarding the photocopying 
service provided by the Medical Library. 
> To know about the use of internet service which is used at different times 
by the users. 
> To know about the national and international journal that fulfill the need of 
the user. 
> To find out the rate of use of Indian journal. 
> To find out the view of the users about the collection and arrangement of 
the material in the central library of SGPGIMS. 
> To find out the opinion of the users about membership fee, opening hour, 
reservation facility and location of the library. 
> To know "how users can search the relevant document which fulfill the 
need". 
> To determine the attitude of the library staff. 
> To know "How the users become aware about the current journal." 
> To know about the problems faced by the users in obtaining relevant 
document. 
> To find out the users response regarding computerized catalogue service 
provided by the medical library. 
> To find out the purpose of using the online internet service. 
> To find out the response of the users regarding CD-ROM service which 
provided by the central library. 
> To know about the inter library loan service which is most helpful to fulfill 
the need of the users to get documents from other libraries. 
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3. HYPOTHESES 
> Most of the users are satisfied witli tlie collection of the document in the 
library as well as arrangement of the library materials. 
> Most of the services provided suffice the user requirement. 
> Most of the users search for document by themselves. 
> Most of the user(S.R.) used the available internet service in the 
SGPGIMS, Lucknow. 
> The user will be aware of internet and online service. 
> The scientist will be consulting the indexing and abstracting services. 
4. PILOT SURVEY 
A study preceding the main study usually to check the viability of the 
study design is known as Pilot study or survey for deciding the present 
questionnaire is relevant for the purpose of the study or not, the investigator 
distributed questionnaires among 20 users of the medical library for the Pilot 
study which was helpful in modifying the questionnaire suitably. 
5. METHODOLOGY 
The categorization of the proposed investigation in to a certain type of 
survey, a corresponding methods designed for it and appropriate techniques 
for collecting and analyzing data are together know as methodology. 
There are several techniques for collecting data such as (i) observation 
Method (ii) Interview Method (iii) Questionnaire Method (iv) Schedules Method 
(v) other methods which include(a) Using mechanical device (b) Through 
project techniques (c) Depth interviews and (d) Content analysis etc. for this 
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study the investigator used questionnaire, observation and interview method 
for collecting necessary data. 
Questionnaire IVIethod 
Questionnaire refers to a device for securing answers to questionnaires 
by using a from which the respondents fills himself "Questionnaire is a tool to 
collect the data from divers large and widely scattered population groups. The 
important step in this method is to take care in the design of questionnaires. 
This method consists of a careful translation of the objective of survey in to a 
set of questionnaires, may ask for the opinion or fact full information. 
The question are formed in such a way that the relation of one question 
to another can be readily apparent to the respondent, question sequence 
most be clear and answer can be given by checking yes or no by selecting 
one of the possible answer provided in the questionnaire. 
Observation Method 
Observation may take many form and is at once the most primitive and 
the modern of research techniques. Observation is a well established 
technique for collection of data. It's the method of acquiring knowledge about 
the world around us. The observation is normally employed in measuring, 
testing, characteristics human behaviour, under the observation method the 
information is sought by a way of investigator own direct observation without 
asking from the respondent. In measuring, testing characterizing human 
beings, the researcher usually being with the observation behaviour. 
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Interview Method 
Interview is a systematic method by which a person enters more or 
less imaginatively in to the life of a "Comparative stranger." The interview 
method is more direct and has greater flexibility. This method is unique 
because the collection of data is through direct verbal interaction between 
individual. The investigator used personal interview method in which he asked 
questions generally in a face to face contact to the other persons or 
respondents. 
Sample Population 
The present study was conducted on 100 users of medical library of 
SGPGIMS. Lucknow. The total no. of 100 questionnaires were distributed 
among the users. About of 81 filled questionnaire were returned back from 
users of medical library of SGPGIMS, Lucknow.The data collected from the 
questionnaire fomi source data for the present study 
Variables Taken 
In order to achieve the objective of the study following :-
> Junior Residents (JR) 
> Senior Residents (SR) 
> Ph.D. 
Data Collection procedure: - in this, the investigator visited the medical 
library of SGPGIMS, Lucknow and approached the librarian seeking 
permission to distribute the questionnaire to the users and was there collected 
back. The investigator interviewed with the librarian as well as the staff. 
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Beside this tlie observation mettiod was also used in overall services of the 
users at nnedical library of SGPGIMS, Lucknow. 
Data Analysis'. - The data collected through questionnaire are organized 
and tabulated by using statistical method of research laying stress on fact, 
figures and nothing beyond that statistical methods have their own 
characteristics. One important characteristics is that., this method does not 
study any individual, but a group of individuals secondaly it is a method, 
which is quantitative rather than qualitative. 
Statistical methods are a mechanical process designed to facilitate the 
condensation and analysis of a large body of quantitative data. 
International statistics are used to make predictions of hypotheses and 
to inter characteristics of a population from as a sample. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
The study concerns with the users at SGPGIMS, Lucknow utilizing the 
library services and their level of usage and satisfaction. Thus, a 
questionnaire was administered to 100 users at SGPGIMS, Lucknow. The 
filled in questionnaires were scrutinized and usable questionnaires were 
soughted out which accounted for 81 responses. A general analysis of the 
respondents reveals that three levels of users can be identified. They include 
junior residents (JR) (20), senior residents (SR) (40) and about (21) Ph. D. 
scholars. The table below will make the position of the number of respondents 
clearer. 
Table - 1 Category of respondents 
S. No. 
1 
2 
3 
Representative 
JR 
SR 
Ph.D. 
Total 
No. of response 
20 
40 
21 
81 
Percentage 
24.69 
49.38 
25.93 
100.00 
2) GENDER WISE DISTRIBUTION 
Table-2 clearly depicts that the library have a no. of users who mainly 
constitute in to the three level such as junior Residents, JR, Senior 
Residents-SR and Ph.D. 
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Genderwise Distribution 
37.50% 
OMaie 
0 Female 
62.50% 
Categories of Respondents 
25.93% 24.69% 
BJ.R. 
• S.R. 
• Ph.D. 
49.38% 
-Da/a Analysis [jlnd S/nlerprelalion 
In the table 2. gender wise distribution depict that male users are 
62.5% (50) and Female users 37.5% (31) used the library resources. This 
survey is conducted on 100 users of whom got 81 response from 81 are 
considered for the study. 
Table-2 Gender wise 
S. No. Gender wise 
Male 
Female 
Total 
No. of respondents 
50 (62.5%) 
31 (37.5%) 
81 
Percentage 
62.5 
37.5 
3) AWARENESS OF LIBRARY SERVICES 
Table-3 clearly shows that 82% of users are aware about the lending 
service and 18% users not aware about the lending services. In this according 
to the levels 80%(20) JR aware about the lending service where as 20%(20) 
JR were not avyare about the same service, and 95% SR know about the 
lending service where as 5%(40) SR are not aware about the lending service 
among the Ph.D. users.61.9%(21) aware. About the lending service where 
38.1%(21) users of Ph.D. were not know about this service. 
Similarly 91.4% users were aware about the reference service where 
8.6% users were not aware about the reference service. 
The total JR aware 90%(20), SR aware 92.5%(40) and Ph.D. scholar 
aware the same service 61.9%(21). 
Nearly 95% users know about the photocopying services where as 5% 
of the total Number of user were not aware about the photocopying service of 
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whom 85% JR, 97.5%(20) SR and 90% Ph.D.(21) are aware about the photo 
copying service. 38% users seem to be aware about the CAS/SDI service 
where 62% users were not aware about the same service, of whom JR 
50%(20), SR 40%(40) and Ph.D. 23.8%(21) were aware about the same 
service 79% users were aware about the bibliographic service where as 2 1 % 
users were not aware about the same service of whom JR 80%(20), SR 
80%(40) and Ph.D. 76%(21) users were aware about the same service. 
51.8% users were aware about the CD-ROM service where as 48.23% 
users are not aware about the same service. Of them JR 70%(20), SR 
45%(40) and Ph.D. 47.1%(21) aware about the same service. 
93.8% users were aware about the internet service where 6.2% were 
not aware about the same service, of whom JR 90%(20), SR 97% (40) and 
Ph.D. 90.1%(21) were aware about the internet service, 72.8% users were 
aware about indexing & Abstracting service and 27% users were not aware 
about the same service. Similarly in this JR 50%(20), SR 72%(40) and Ph.D. 
95.2%(21) aware about the indexing and abstracting service. 
Table-3 Awareness of library services 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Library 
Services 
Lending 
services 
Reference 
services 
Photo 
Copying 
CAS/SDI 
No. of Respondent (81) 
JR/20 
Yes 
16 
(8%) 
18 
(90%) 
17 
((85%) 
10 
(50%) 
No 
4 
(20%) 
2 
(10%) 
3 
(15%) 
10 
(50%) 
SR/40 
Yes 
38 
(95%) 
37 
(92,5%) 
39 
(97.5%) 
16 
(40%) 
No 
2 
(5) 
3 
(7.5%) 
1 
(2.5%) 
24 
(60%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
13 
(61.96%) 
19 
(90%) 
21 
(100%) 
5 
(23.8%) 
No 
8 
(38.01%) 
2 
(10%) 
0 
(0%) 
16 
(76.2%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(82%) 
(91.4%) 
(95%) 
(38%) 
No 
(18%) 
(8.7%) 
(5%) 
(62%) 
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5 
6 
7 
8 
Bibliography 
CD-ROM 
Internet 
Indexing & 
abstracting 
16 
(80%) 
14 
(70%) 
18 
(90%) 
10 
(50%) 
4 
(20%) 
6 
(30%) 
2 
(10%) 
10 
(50%) 
32 
(80%) 
18 
(45%) 
39 
(97.5%) 
29 
(72.5%) 
8 
(20%) 
22 
(55%) 
1 
(2.5%) 
11 
(27.5%) 
16 
(76.1%) 
10 
(47.6%) 
19 
(90.4%) 
20 
(95.2%) 
4 
(23.9%) 
11 
(52.3%) 
2 
(9.6%) 
1 
(4.8%) 
(79%) 
(51.8%) 
(93.8%) 
(72.8%) 
(21%) 
(18.2% 
(6.2%) 
(27.2% 
4) USE OF LIBRARY SERVICES 
Users response regarding their opinion about the use of library 
services reveals from table-4 that 53% users are using the circulation service 
of the library (SGPGIMS, Lucknow) where 47% users were not aware about 
the circulation service. Out of the respondents JR 70%(20), SR 57.5%(40) 
and Ph.D. 28.5%(21) use the circulation service 67.9% users use the 
reference service among whom JR 65%(20 SR 72.5%(40) and Ph.D. 
28.5%(21) use the reference service 39.5% users use the photo copying 
where as 60.5% users were not using the photocopying service among whom 
the users include JR 30%(20), SR 37.5%(40) and 52.3%(21) Ph.D. use the 
photo copying service's. 54.3% users use the CAS/SDI service where as 
45.7% user were not use in the same service among whom JR 60%(20), SR 
37.5%(40) and Ph.D. 42.8%(21) use the same service. 
About 91.3% users use the bibliographic service where as 8.7% users 
were not using. The same service among whom JR were 90%(20) SR 
90%(40) and Ph.D. 92.5%(21) use the Bibliographic service. 
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45.6% users use the indexing sen/ice where as 54.4% users were not 
using the same service of whom on the basis of sample JR 50%(20), SR 
40%(40) and Ph.D. 52.3%(21) use the indexing service. 
23.4% of the users use the abstracting service where as the 76.6% 
user were not using the abstracting service of whom JR 20%(20), SR 
30%(40) and Ph.D. 23.8%(21) use the abstracting services. 
Similarly 50.6% users surfing the internet service where as 49.4% 
users were not surfing the internet among whom JR 55%(20), SR 47.5%(40) 
and Ph.D. 52.3%(21) surf the internet service. 
Table-4 Use of Library Services 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Services 
Circulation 
Reference 
Photo 
Copying 
CAS/SDl 
Bibliographic 
Indexing 
Abstracting 
Internet 
surfing 
No. of Respondent (81) 
JR/20 
Yes 
14 
(70%) 
13 
(65%) 
6 
(30%) 
12 
(60%) 
18 
(90%) 
10 
(50%) 
4 
(20%) 
11 
(55%) 
No 
6 
(30% 
7 
(35%) 
14 
(70%) 
8 
(40%) 
2 
(10%) 
10 
(50%) 
16 
(80%) 
g 
(45%) 
SR/40 
Yes 
23 
(57.5%) 
29 
(72.5%) 
15 
(37.5%) 
15 
(37.5%) 
36 
(90%) 
16 
(40%) 
12 
(30%) 
19 
(47.5%0 
No 
17 
(42.5%) 
11 
(27.5%) 
25 
(62.5%) 
25 
(62.5%) 
4 
(10%) 
24 
(60%) 
28 
(70%) 
21 
(52.5%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
6 
(28.5%) 
13 
(61.9%) 
11 
(52.3%) 
9 
(42.8%) 
20 
(92.5%) 
11 
(52.3%) 
5 
(23.8%) 
11 
(52.3%) 
No 
15 
(71.5%) 
8 
(38.1%) 
10 
(47.7%) 
12 
(57.2%) 
1 
(7.5%) 
10 
(47.7%) 
16 
(76.2%) 
10 
(47.7) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(53%) 
(67.9%) 
(39.5%) 
(54.3%) 
(91.3%) 
(45.7%) 
(23.4%) 
(50.6%) 
No 
(47%) 
(32.1%) 
(60.5%) 
(45.7%) 
(8.7%) 
(54.3%) 
(76.6%) 
(49.4%) 
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5) SATISFACTION WITH PHOTO COPYING SERVICES 
Table 5 obviously indicate that there are two categories, one is on the 
basis of quality and another is on the basis satisfaction with charges of photo 
copying service. 81.9% users were satisfied with the quality and 60% users 
seem to be satisfied with the charges of the same service. On the basis of 
sample or level of the users; JR 90%(20), SR 75%(40) and Ph.D. 95%(21) 
satisfied with the quality of service where as JR 85%(20), SR 85%(40) and 
71.4%(21) Ph.D. satisfied with the charges of the photocopying service. 
Table-5 Satisfaction with Photocopying Service 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
Categories 
JR/20 
SR/40 
Ph.D./21 
Total Percentage 
Quality 
Yes 
18(90%) 
30(75%) 
20(95.2%) 
81.9 
No 
2(10%) 
10(25%) 
1(4.8%) 
16.1 
Charges 
Yes 
17(85%) 
34(85%) 
15(71.4%) 
60 
No 
3(15%) 
6(15%) 
6(28.6%) 
40 
6) USERS FREQUENCY OF USING INTERNET 
Table-6 indicate the users frequency of using internet services about 
29.6% users use the internet daily where as 70.4% were not using internet 
daily. Among then JR 35%(20), SR 25%(40) and 33.3%(2r) Ph.D. use 
internet daily. 44.4% users used the internet 2-3 times in a week where as 
55.6% were not using the same service among them JR 35%(20), SR 
50%(40) and Ph.D.33.3%(21) were using the service, 23.7% user use the 
service once in a week of whom JR 15%(20), SR 12.5%(40) and Ph.D. used 
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the service 4.7%(21) once in a week. Similarly 39% users did not give any 
response and 96.3% users were not in touch with this option thus accounting 
for JR 5%(20), SR 5%(40) and Ph.D. have 0%(21) frequency of use of the 
internet. 
Table-6 Users' frequency of using internet 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Frequency 
Daily 
2-3 times in 
a week 
Once in a 
week 
No response 
No. of Respondent (81) 
JR/20 
Yes 
7 
(35%) 
7 
(35%) 
3 
(15%) 
1 
(5%) 
No 
13 
(65%) 
13 
(65%) 
17 
(85%) 
19 
(95%) 
SR/40 
Yes 
10 
(25%) 
20 
(50%) 
5 
(12.5%) 
2 
(5%) 
No 
30 
(75%) 
20 
(50%) 
35 
(87.5%) 
38 
(95%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
7 
(33.1%) 
9 
(42.8%) 
1 
(4.7%) 
— 
No 
14 
(66.9%) 
12 
(57.2%) 
20 
(95.3%) 
21 
(100%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(29.6%) 
(44.4%) 
(23.4%) 
(3.9%) 
No 
(70.4%) 
(55.6%) 
(76.6%) 
(96.1%) 
7. PURPOSE OF USING INTERNET SERVICES 
Table-7 clearly depicts that the purpose of using internet service 53% 
users using the internet service for the purpose of "Accessing the information 
speedily where as 47% users were not using the same service for that 
purpose. Of whom on the basis of level JR are 65%(20), SR 50%(40) and 
47.6%(21) use the internet service for speedy access of information. K 54.3% 
users use the internet service for the purpose of study and 45.7% users were 
not using the same service for the same purpose among whom JR 70%(20), 
SR 40%(40) and 66.6%(21) Ph.D. 16% use that service for the purpose of 
cost effectiveness where as 84% users were not using the same service for 
the same purpose. In this way JR 20%(20), SR 20%(40) and Ph.D.47%(21) 
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users use that service for the purpose of cost effectiveness. 24.6% user use 
the internet service for the purpose of career development where as 75.4% 
user were not use in the same service for the same purpose. Of whom JR 
25%(20), SR 35%(40) and Ph.D. 4.7%(21) use the internet service for the 
purpose of career development. 6.1% users use the internet service for other 
purpose and 93.9% users were not using the same service for the other 
purpose. 
Table-7 Purpose of using internet services 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Purpose 
For 
accessing 
the 
information 
speedily 
For study 
purpose 
Economy in 
terms of cost 
For career 
development 
Others 
No. of Respondent (81) 
JR/20 
Yes 
13 
(65%) 
14 
(70%) 
4 
(20%) 
5 
(25%) 
5 
(25%) 
No 
7 
(35%) 
6 
(30%) 
16 
(80%) 
15 
(75%) 
15 
(75%) 
SR/40 
Yes 
20 
(50%) 
16 
(40%) 
8 
(20%) 
14 
(35%) 
-
-
No 
20 
(50%) 
14 
(60%) 
32 
(80%) 
26 
(65%) 
40 
(100%) 
Ph.DJ21 
Yes 
10 
(47.6%) 
14 
(66.6%) 
1 
(4.7%) 
1 
(4.7%) 
-
-
No 
11 
(52.4%) 
7 
(33.4%) 
20 
(95.2%) 
20 
(95.3%) 
21 
(100%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(53%) 
(54.3%) 
(16%) 
(24.6%) 
(6%) 
No 
(47%) 
(45.7%) 
(84%) 
(75.4%) 
(94%) 
8. MOST IMPRESSED SERVICES OF THE LIBRARY 
Table-8 clearly depicts that in the sense of most impressed services of 
the library, 83.9% users were impressed by the library collection and 16.1% 
users were not impressed to the service among them JR 70%(20), SR 
95%(40) and Ph.D. 76%(21) are most impressed by the library collection 43% 
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users are impressed by the arrangement of materials and 57% users were not 
impressed to the arrangement of the material of whom JR 55%(20), 35%(40) 
and Ph.D. 47.6%(21) are impressed by the arrangement of the material. 22% 
users impressed to the CD-ROM service where as 78% users were not 
impressed by the same service amongst whom JR are 25%(20), SR 15%(40) 
and Ph.D. 33.3%(21) impressed by the CD-ROM service. 25.9% users were 
most impressed to the computerized services where as 74.1% users were not 
impressed by the same service. Among them JR are 40%(20), SR 20%(40) 
and Ph.D. 23.8%(21) most impressed to the computerized service 7.4% users 
were most impressed to the photocopying services where as 92.6% user were 
not most impressed by the photocopying service. Of whom JR 5%(20) SR 
10%(40) and Ph.D. 4.7%(21) are most impressed by the photocopying, 
service. 
Table-8 Most impressed services of the Library 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Services 
Library 
collection 
Arrangement 
of materials 
Computerized 
CD-ROM 
Photo 
copying 
JR/20 
Yes 
14 
(70%0 
11 
(55%) 
8 
(40%) 
5 
(25%) 
1 
(5%) 
No 
6 
(30%) 
9 
(45%) 
12 
(60%) 
15 
(75%) 
19 
(95%) 
No. of Respondent (81) 
SR/40 
Yes 
38 
(95%) 
14 
(35%) 
8 
(20%) 
6 
(15%) 
4 
(10%) 
No 
2 
(5) 
26 
(65%) 
32 
(80%) 
34 
(85%) 
36 
(90%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
16 
(76%) 
10 
(47.6%) 
5 
(23.8%) 
7 
(35.5%) 
1 
(4.7%) 
No 
5 
(24%) 
11 
(52.4%) 
16 
(76.2%) 
14 
(66.5%) 
20 
(95.3%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(83.9%) 
(43.3%) 
(25.9%) 
(22%) 
(7.4%) 
No 
(16.1%) 
(56.7) 
(74.1%) 
(78%) 
(92.6%) 
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9. USERS OPINION ABOUT THE LIBRARY COLLECTION 
Table-9 clearly depicts that 51.8% users opinion about the 
collection of the library is excellent and rest did not give any response 
regarding this category. Of whom JR 65%(20), SR 52.5%(40) and Ph.D. 
38%(21) gave the response as the collection being excellent. 
39% users opine about the adequate collection and 6 1 % were not 
expressed among them JR 30%(20), SR 35%(40) and Ph.D.57.1%(21) 
users opinion about the adequacy of the collection 13.5% users opinion 
regarding fair collection and rest as not expressed their opinion 
regarding the fair collection. Among them JR 5%(20), SR 20%(40), 
Ph.D. 9.5%(21) gave their response In favour of fair collection. 
49% users opine about the adequate collection of the library and 
95% users did not expressed their views about the inadequate 
collection of the library of whom JR 10%(20), SR 2.5%(40) and Ph.D. 
4.7%(21) gave response relating to the inadequate collection. 
3.7% users gave their opine about the poor collection of the 
library among them JR 5%(20), SR 2.5%(40) and Ph.D. 4.7%(21) 
expressed their, rest did not expressed their opinion regarding the poor 
collection of the library. 
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Table-9 Users opinion about the library collection 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Collection 
Excellent 
Adequate 
Fair 
Inadequate 
Poor 
JR/20 
Yes 
13 
(65%) 
6 
(30%) 
1 
(5%) 
2 
(10%) 
1 
(5%) 
No 
7 
(35%) 
14 
(70%) 
19 
(95%) 
18 
(90%) 
19 
(95%) 
No. of Respondent (81) 
SR/40 
Yes 
21 
(52.5%) 
14 
(35%) 
8 
(20%) 
1 
(2.5%) 
1 
(2.5%) 
No 
19 
(47.5%) 
26 
(65%) 
32 
(80%) 
39 
(97.5%) 
39 
(95.5%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
8 
(38%) 
12 
(57.1%) 
2 
(9.5%) 
1 
(4.7%) 
1 
(4.7%) 
No 
13 
(62%) 
9 
(42.9%) 
19 
(90.5%) 
20 
(95.3%) 
20 
(95.3%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(51.8%) 
(29%) 
(13.5%) 
(4.9%) 
(3.7%) 
No 
(48.2%) 
(61%) 
(86.5%) 
(95.1%) 
(96,3) 
10. USERS OPINION ABOUT THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE 
COLLECTION 
Table-10 clearly states that 44.4% user gave their opinion favouring the 
good arrangement of the collection of library and 55.6% users did not 
expressed their opinion about the arrangement of the collection. Of whom JR 
55%(20), SR 35%(40) and Ph.D. 52.3%(21) expressed their opinion regarding 
the very good collection, 45.6% users gave their opinion about good collection 
and 54.4% user did not give their opinion regarding the arrangement of the 
collection of material, of them JR 40%(20), SR 52.5%(40) and Ph.D. 38%(21) 
gave their opinion regarding, same services. 
12.3% users expressed their opinion regarding the fair arrangement of 
the collection and rest did not give their opinion about the arrangement of the 
collection among them JR 10%(20), SR 15%(40) and 9.5% Ph.D.(21) 
expressed their opinion regarding the arrangement of the collection 2.4 users 
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gave their opinion about the poor arrangement and 97.6% users did not gave 
their response regarding the poor arrangement. Which includes JR 0%(20), 
SR 5%(40) and Ph.D. 0%(21) who did not give their opinion regarding this 
opinion. 
0% users of the library gave their opinion regarding the very poor 
arrangement of the collection consequently we can say that no user gave 
response regarding very poor collection. 
Table-10 User opinion about the Arrangement of tlie collection 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Arrange-
ment 
Very good 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Very poor 
JR/20 
Yes 
11 
(55%) 
8 
(40%) 
2 
(10%) 
-
No 
g 
(45%) 
12 
(60%) 
18 
(90%) 
20 
(100%) 
20 
(100%) 
No. of Respondent (81) 
SR/40 
Yes 
14 
(35%) 
21 
(52.5%) 
6 
(15%) 
2 
(5%) 
-
No 
26 
(65%) 
19 
(47.5%) 
34 
(85%) 
38 
(95%) 
40 
(100%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
11 
(52.3%) 
8 
(38%) 
2 
(9.5%) 
: 
— 
No 
10 
(47.7%) 
13 
(62%) 
19 
(90.5%) 
21 
(100%) 
21 
(100%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(44.4%) 
(45.6%) 
(12.3%) 
(2.4%) 
— 
No 
(55.6%) 
(54.4%) 
(87.7%) 
(97.6%) 
(100%) 
11. OPINION OF THE USRES ABOUT THE CONVENIENCE 
Table-11 indicates the opinion of the users about the convenience 
46.9% users and 53% users did not give any response about the 
membership. Among them JR 40%(20). SR 30%(40) Ph.D. 38%(21) gave 
their response regarding the membership. 
66.6% users gave their response about the opening hour and rest as 
not give, any response regarding the same service, among them JR 70%(20), 
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SR 62.5%(40) and Ph.D. 71.5%(21) gave their response regarding the 
opening hour 26.6% users gave their response about the reservation facility 
and rest as did not give their response about the same service, of whom JR 
35%(20), SR 32.5%(40) and Ph.D. 19%(21) gave their response about the 
opening hour. 
43.1% users gave their convenience about the location of the library 
and rest as not gave their response about the location of the library out of 
whom JR 50%(20), SR 55%(40) and Ph.D.33.3%(21) gave their response 
favoring convince of the location. 
Table-11 Opinion of the users about the convenient 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Category 
Member ship 
Opening 
hours 
Reservation 
fadiity 
Location 
JR/20 
Yes 
8 
(40%) 
14 
(70%) 
7 
(35%) 
10 
(50%) 
No 
12 
(60%) 
6 
(30%) 
13 
(65%) 
10 
(50%) 
No. of Respondent (81) 
SR/40 
Yes 
12 
(30%) 
25 
(62.5%) 
13 
(32.5%) 
22 
(55%) 
No 
28 
(70%) 
15 
(37.5%) 
27 
(67.5%) 
18 
(45%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
8 
(38%) 
15 
(71.5%) 
4 
(19%) 
7 
(33.3%) 
No 
13 
(62%) 
6 
(28.5%) 
17 
(81%) 
14 
(66.7%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(46.9%) 
(66.6%) 
(29.6%) 
(43.0%) 
No 
(53.1%) 
(33.4%) 
(70.4%) 
(57.0%) 
12. USE OF THE DOCUIVIENTS 
Table-12 clearly depicts that the use of the documents by certain 
strategy. 40.7% users research the documents by author and 59.3% users 
were not searching the documents by author, of whom JR 45%(20), SR 
32.5%(40) and Ph.D. 52.3%(21) use the author as a strategy to search certain 
documents. 
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63% users use the title as a strategy to search the documents and rest 
did not take the help of this strategy. Of whom JR 60%(20). SR 67.5%(40) 
and 57% Ph.D.(20) used the title strategy to search or use the documents. 
7.4% user search the documents by call no. and rest i.e. 92.6% using 
the rest search the of the strategic of whom JR 5%(20), SR 10%(40) and 
Ph.D. 4.7%(21) search the documents using the call no. strategy. 
3.7% users search the documents by "taking the help of staff' and rest 
did not take the help of staff to search the documents. Of whom JR 10%, SR 
2.5% and Ph.D. 0% the help of staff' strategy. 
Table-12 Use of the Documents 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Strategy 
Author 
Title 
Call No. 
Tack the help 
of staff 
JR/20 
Yes 
9 
(45%) 
12 
(60%) 
1 
(5%) 
2 
(10%) 
No 
11 
(55%) 
8 
(40%) 
19 
(95%) 
18 
(90%) 
No. of Respondent (81) 
SR/40 
Yes 
13 
(32.5%) 
27 
(67.5%) 
4 
(10%) 
1 
(2.5%) 
No 
27 
(67.5%) 
13 
(32.5%) 
36 
(90%) 
39 
(97.5%) 
Ph.DJ21 
Yes 
11 
(52.3%) 
12 
(57%) 
1 
(4.7%) 
~ 
No 
10 
(47.7%) 
9 
(43%) 
20 
(95.3%) 
21 
(100/j 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(40.7%) 
(63%) 
(7.4%) 
(3.7%) 
No 
(59.3%) 
(37%) 
(92.6%) 
(96.3%) 
13. RATING OF BEHAVIOUR OF LIBRARY STAFF 
Table-13 clearly depicts that the rating of behaviour of library staff. 
37% users rate the behaviouur of staff did excellent and 63% users did 
not give any rating to the behaviour of library staff. Of whom JR 45%(20), SR 
30%(40) and Ph.D. 43%(21) gave response about the excellent behavwur of 
the library staff 
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49.3% users rate the behaviour of staff as good and 50.7% users did 
not give response regarding the same behaviour. Of whom JR 60%(20), SR 
47.5%(40) and Ph.D. 42.8%(21) rate the behaviour of staff is good. 
14.8% users rate the behaviour of staff is fair and 85.2% user not gave 
any response regarding the fair behaviour of staff, of whom JR 15%(20), SR 
15%(40) and Ph.D. 14.2%(21) users rate the bahaviour of library staff is fair. 
7.4% uses rate the behaviour of staff average and 92.6% user did not 
give any response regarding the average strategy, of whom JR 0%(20), SR 
12.5%(40) and Ph.D. 4.7%(21) rated the behaviour of staff is average. 
Table-13 Rating of Behaviour of Library Staff 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Behaviour 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
Average 
JR/20 
Yes 
g 
(45%) 
12 
(60%) 
3 
(15%) 
-
No 
11 
(55%) 
8 
(40%) 
17 
(85%) 
20 
(100%) 
No. of Respondent (81) 
SR/40 
Yes 
12 
(30%) 
19 
(47.5%) 
6 
(15%) 
5 
(12.5%) 
No 
28 
(70%) 
21 
(52.5%) 
34 
(85%) 
35 
(87.5%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
9 
(43%) 
9 
(42.8%) 
3 
(14.2%) 
1 
(4.7%) 
No 
12 
(57%) 
12 
(57.2%) 
18 
(85.8%) 
20 
(95.3%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(37%) 
(49.3%) 
(14.8%) 
(7.4%) 
No 
(63%) 
(50.7%) 
(85.2%) 
(92.6%) 
14. LOCATING A DOCUIVIENT 
Table-14 clearly depicts that the location of the certain documents. 
56.7 users gave the response about the location of the certain 
document by searching the shelves themselves and rest did not give any 
response regarding the same category. Among them JR 55%(20) SR 
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52.5%(40) and Ph.D. 66.6%(21) gave response regarding the category of 
"search the shelves yourself." 
40.7% user gave the response to locate the document by the category 
"Consult the library catalogue and rest did not use this category, of whom and 
rest are not using the same category. Out of there respondents JR 45%(20), 
SR 32.5%(40) and Ph.D. 52.3%(21) gave response regarding the same 
category. 
25.9% users provided the response favour of the category take the 
help of your friend" and rest did not provide the response among whom JR 
15%(20), SR 10%(40) and Ph.D. 4.7%(21) gave the response about the 
same category. 
4.9% users gave the response about the category "others" and 95% 
users did not give any response about the 'others' category. Of whom JR 
5%(20), SR 7.5%(40) and Ph.D. 0%(21) gave the response about same 
category. 
Table-14 To Locate a certain Document 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Category 
Search the 
shelves your 
self 
Consult the 
library 
catalogue 
Ask the 
library staff 
Take the help 
of your 
friends 
Others 
JR/20 
Yes 
11 
(55%) 
9 
(45%) 
7 
(35%) 
3 
(15%) 
1 
(5%) 
No 
9 
(45%) 
11 
(55%) 
13 
(65%) 
17 
(85%) 
19 
(95%) 
No. of Respondent (81) 
SR/40 
Yes 
21 
(52.5%) 
13 
(32.5%) 
12 
(30%) 
4 
(10%) 
3 
(7.5%) 
No 
19 
(47.5%) 
27 
(67.5%) 
28 
(70%) 
36 
(90%) 
37 
(92.5%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
14 
(66.6%) 
11 
(52.3%) 
2 
(9.5%) 
1 
(4.7%) 
-
No 
7 
(33.4%) 
10 
(47.7%) 
19 
(90.5%) 
20 
(95.3%) 
21 
(100%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(56.7%) 
(40.7%) 
(25.9%) 
(9.8%) 
(4.9%) 
No 
(43.3%) 
(59.3%) 
(74.1%) 
(90.2%) 
(95.1%) 
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15. DIFFICULTIES OBTAINING REQUIRED INFORMATION 
Table-15 clearly indicate that the difficulties in obtaining the required 
information. 
About 8.5% users faced problem relating to inadequate library 
resources and 81.5% users did not face any difficulties, of whom JR 15%(20) 
SR 12.5%(40) and Ph.D. 33.3%(21) faced difficulties due to the inadequate 
resources of library, rest did not face difficulties in the same way. 
34.5% user faced difficulties in obtaining the library resources due to 
the information being scattered in many sources and 65.5% users did not give 
response regarding the same among whom JR 35%(20) SR 35%(40) and 
Ph.D. 33.3%(21) gave the response in favour of category faced the difficulties 
to obtained the document' due to the information scattered in many sources. 
46.9% users faced the difficulties to obtain the document due to lack of 
time and rest did not give any response regarding the same among them JR 
55%(20). SR 55%(40) and Ph.D. 23.8%(21) face difficulties to obtaining the 
documents due to lack of time. 
16% users faced difficulties due to the lack access of regarding 
material and 84% did not face difficulties in to obtaining the documents in the 
same way, out of them JR 0%(20), SR 15%(40) and Ph.D. 33.3%(21) faced 
difficulties due to lack to access of reading material. 
14.8% users faced difficulties in obtaining the document due to the lack 
of suitable journal and rest did not give any response among them JR 
5%(20), SR 15%(40) and Ph.D. 23.8%(21) faced difficulties. 
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6% users faced difficulties in obtaining the documents due to inter 
disciplinary nature of the literature and rest did not give any response 
regarding the same, of whom JR 0%(20), SR 5%(40) and Ph.D. 14.2%(21) 
faced difficulties in obtaining the documents due to the inter disciplinary 
nature of the literature. 
Table-15 Difficulties in Obtaining Required Information 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Difficulties 
Inadequate 
library 
resources 
Information 
scattered in 
many sources 
Lack of time 
Lack of 
access of 
library 
material 
Lack of 
suitable 
abstract 
journals 
Inter-
disciplinary 
nature of 
literature 
JR/20 
Yes 
3 
(15%) 
7 
(35%) 
11 
(55%) 
-
1 
(5%) 
-
No 
17 
(85%) 
13 
(65%) 
9 
(45%) 
20 
(100%) 
19 
(95%) 
20 
(100%) 
No. of Respondent (81) 
SR/40 
Yes 
5 
(12.5%) 
14 
(35%) 
22 
(55%) 
6 
(15%) 
6 
(15%) 
2 
(5%) 
No 
35 
(87.5%) 
26 
(65%) 
18 
(45%) 
34 
(85%) 
34 
(85%) 
38 
(95%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
7 
(35.3%) 
7 
(33.3%) 
5 
(23.8%) 
7 
(33%) 
5 
(23.8%) 
3 
(14.2%) 
No 
14 
(66.7%) 
14 
(66.7%) 
16 
(76.2%) 
14 
(66%) 
16 
(76.2%) 
18 
(85.8%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(18.5%) 
(34.5%) 
(46.9%) 
(16%) 
(14.8%) 
(6%) 
No 
(81.5%) 
(65.5%) 
(53.1%) 
(84%) 
(85.2%) 
(94%) 
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16. AWARENESS ABOUT THE CURRENT JOURNAL 
Table-16 clearly depicts that the "Awareness about the current journal. 
60% users were aware about the current journals in the category of 
'library of your institution' and 40% user were not aware about the current 
journal. Of whom JR 55%(20), SR 57.5%(40) and Ph.D. 71.4%(21) were 
aware about the current journal in the category of library of your institution'. 
23.4% users responded to the category 'through teacher' and 76.6 user 
were not aware about the category, of whom JR 30%(20), SR 25%(40) and 
Ph.D. 14.2(21) aware about the current journal through teachers. 
37% users were aware about the current journal through the category 
from colleagues and rest were not aware about the current journal from 
colleges. Of whom JR 35%(20), SR 37.5%(40) and Ph.D. 38%(21) were 
aware about the current journal through the category "From colleagues". 
6.1% users were aware about the current journal using the category 
'Personal copy through membership and rest were not aware about the same 
service. Of whom JR 10%(2), SR 7.5%(40) and Ph.D. 0%(21) were aware 
about the current journals in the same category. 2.4 users were aware about 
the current journal by the category "Personal copy through subscription" and 
rest were not aware about the current journal in the same category, of whom 
JR 5%(20), SR 6%(40), and Ph.D. 0%(21) used the same category for the 
purpose of aware about the current journal by personal copy through 
subscription. 
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Table-16 Awareness about the current journal 
s. 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Category 
Library of 
your 
institution 
Through 
teachers 
From 
colleagues 
Personal 
copy through 
members ship 
Personal 
copy through 
subscription 
JR/20 
Yes 
11 
(55%) 
6 
(30%) 
7 
(35%) 
2 
(10%) 
1 
(5%) 
No 
9 
(45%) 
14 
(70%) 
13 
(65%) 
18 
(90%) 
19 
(95%) 
Mo. of Respondent (81) 
SR/40 
Yes 
23 
(57.5%) 
10 
(25%) 
15 
(37.5%) 
3 
(7.5%) 
1 
(2.5%) 
No 
17 
(42.5%) 
30 
(75%) 
25 
(62.5%) 
37 
(92.5%) 
39 
(97.5%) 
Ph.D./21 
Yes 
15 
(72.4%) 
3 
(14.2%) 
8 
(38%) 
-
-
No 
6 
(27.6%) 
18 
(85.8%) 
13 
(62%) 
21 
(100%) 
21 
(100%) 
Total 
percentage 
Yes 
(60%) 
(23.4%) 
(37%) 
(6.1%) 
(2.4%) 
No 
(40%) 
(76.6%) 
(63%) 
(93.9%) 
(97.6%) 
17. USER'S RANKING ABOUT THE UTILIZATION OF 
DOCUMENT 
Table-17 clearly depicts the priority of the user the documents. Various 
types of documents. 
In the first category "Books" JR gave the 45%(20) priority to the books 
is ranked 1*' rank, 2"** rank gave 25%(20), 3''' rank gave by the 10%(20) and 
20% JR did not give, any rank to the books being used. In the first category as 
are gave SR 55%(40) rank 1, SR 30%{40) gave rank 2, SR 10%(40) gave 
rank 3, and SR 5% (40) not gave any rank. 
In the first category, Ph.D. 19% (21) gave first rank Ph.D. 42.8%(21) 
gave rank 2, Ph.D. 9.5%(21) gave Rank 3 and Ph.D. 28.5% (21) not gave any 
rank. 
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The second category periodicals JR 33%(20) gave rank 1, JR 20%{20) 
gave 2 rank, JR 45 % (20) not gave any rank to any were document. 
Second category Ph. D. 38%(21) gave rank 1, Ph. D. 4.7% (21) gave 
rank 3, and 37.3% Ph.D. not gave any rank. 
Third category reference book JR 5%(20) gave rank 1, JR 35%(20) 
rank 2, JR 35%(20) rank 3 and JR 25% (20) not gave any rank. 
In the third category SR 7.5% (40) gave rank 1, SR 30%(40) gave rank 
2, SR 35%(40) gave rank 3, and SR 27.5%(40) not gave any rank. 
In the third category Ph. D. 19%(21) gave rank 1, Ph. D. 19%(21) gave 
rank 2, Ph. D. 14.2%(21) rank 3 and Ph. D. 47.8% (21) not gave any rank. 
In the fourth category audio-visual material JR 10%(20) gave rank 1, 
JR 30%(20) gave rank 2, JR 60%(20) not gave any rank. 
In the fourth category SR 2.5%(40) gave rank 1, SR 5%(40) gave rank 
2, SR 20%(40) gave rank 3, and SR 50%(40) not gave any rank to the same 
category. 
In the fourth category Ph. D. 4.7%(21) gave rank 1, Ph. D. 23.8%(21) 
gave rank 3, and 71.5%(21) not gave any rank. 
In the fifth category JR 30%(20) gave rank 1, JR 10%(20) gave rank 2, 
and JR 10%(20) gave rank 3 and JR 50%(20) not gave any rank. 
In the fifth category SR 17.5%(40) gave rank 1, SR 10%(40) gave rank 
2, SR 17.5%(40) gave rank3, and SR 55%(40) SR not gave any rank to the 
same category. 
In the fifth category Ph. D. 9.5%(21) gave rank 1, Ph. D. 38%(21) gave 
rank 3, and Ph.D. 52.5%(21) not gave any rank to the news paper category. 
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18. REASONS WHY THE USERS NOT REGULOR 
Table-18 clearly depict that those were not use the library what type of 
reason's taking place. In the first category "The library is far away the opinion 
of JR 20%(20) disagrees JR 45%(20) strongly disagrees, JR 35% 
undecided, and the llnd category "Inadequate collection" of JR 20%(20) D. 
JR 50%(20) S.D., JR 30%(20) U. and in 3*^  category of "library environment" 
JR15%(20) S.A., JR51%(20) A., JR51(20) A , JR 35%(20)D., JR 45%(20) 
S.D., JR 0% U., and in 4**^  category of "inconvenient working hour" JR 
5%{20), S.A., 0%(20) S.A., JR 50(20)D., JR10%(20) S.D. JR 45%{20) U. 
and in 5*^  category of "Any others" JR 5%(20) S.A.. JR 0% (20) A , JR 
0%(20)D., JR 5%(20) S.D. and 90%(20)U. 
The SR opinion in the 1st category SR 15%(40) S.A., SR 7.5%(40) A. 
SR 45%(40) D. SR 30% (40) S.D. and SR 2.5%U. in the second category 
SR 12.5% (40) S.A., SR 42.5%(40)D..SR 45%(40) S.D. SR 0%(40)U. In the 
3"* category SR 15%(40)S.A., SR 2.5(40)A., SR 47.5%(40)D., SR 30% (40) 
S.D. SR 5% (40) D. and in 4 * category SR 7.5%(40) S.A., SR 2.5(40) S.A., 
SR 2.5% (40) A., SR15%(40)D.SR 27.5%(40) S.D., SR 47.5%(40) U. and in 
5* category SR 15%(40) A., SR 2.5%(40)D., SR 25%(40) S.D.,SR 57.5% 
(40). 
The Ph.D. opinion in the first category Ph.D.28.5% (21 )A.,Ph.D. 38% 
(21) D., Ph.D.14.2% (21) S.D. and Ph.D.19%(21) U., in the 2"*^  category 
Ph.D.9.5%(21)A..Ph.D.9.5%(21)D., Ph.D.61.9% (21)S.D.and Ph.D.19% 
(21)U. In the 3"^  category Ph.D.14.2%(21) S.A., Ph.D.9.5% (21) A., 9.5 
(21 )D. Ph.D.42.8% (21) S.D. and Ph.D 23.8%(21) U. 
In the 4*^  category Ph.D. 4.7%(21) A , Ph.D. 42.8%(21)D., Ph.D. 
33.4%(21) S.D., and Ph.D. 19%(21) U. 
In the 5th category Ph.D. 4.7%(21) A. and Ph.D. 95.2%(21) 
undecided. 
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CHAPTER-5 
FINDINGS, SUGGESTIONS 
AND 
CONCLUSION 
^indinq^ ^uqqesiions £ Kjonclusion 
FINDINGS 
The study conducted on "Study of the Medical Library Services of 
SGPGIMS, Lucknow reveals the following findings which are as follows: 
> The analysis of the study shows in table-1 that in terms of genders 
62.5% users are male and 37.5% are female in the SGPGIMS, 
Lucknow. Medical Library.The users were divided in to three categories 
such as Junior Residents (JR), Senior Residents (SR) and Ph.D. 
> The study reveals in table-2, 81% users aware about the library 
services such as lending service CAS & SDI, CD-ROM etc., aware 
about these in high percentages. 
> Most of the users locate their document with the help of title and author 
(Table N0.-II) 
> The study identified that books are more used by the users in the 
medical library (Table N0.-I6). 
> The study reveals In table 3 that high percentages of the users using 
circulation service and internet service. 
> The study reveals in table -7 that most of the users (J.R.) (S.R.) & 
(Ph.D.) are impressed by the collection and the arrangement of the 
Medical Library. 
> The study find out in the table-11, that majority of the users are 
expressed their response about the good behaviour of the library staff, 
but not any response regarding the average behaviour of the library 
staff. 
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> Most of the users are satisfied with the location of library and also most 
of the users are highly satisfied with the opening hour of the naedical 
Iibrary.{table10) 
> The study reveals in the table -5 that most of the users (J.R., S.R. & 
Ph.D.) use the internet sen/ices 2 to 3 times in a week for the purpose 
of accessing the new information regarding the concerned field. 
> The study concluded that most of the users (J.R., S.R. & Ph.D.) are 
satisfied with photocopying services,in terms of quality and charges. 
(table-4) 
> The study reveals In table - 2 that most of the users (J.R., S.R. & 
Ph.D.) used bibliographic service in searching for the documents. 
> In this study we find in table- 17 that most of the users who are not 
regular users strongly disagree with the categories of the library being 
far away, inadequate collection, library environment and inconvenient 
working hour. 
> In the study we find out in table -13 that to locate the document the 
users (J.R, S.R. & Ph.D.) search the shelves by himself means most of 
the users search the document in the library by himself 
> Thew study reveals in the table-14 that the users faced some 
difficulties in obtaining the required information the study reflect that 
most of the users are faced with difficulties due to the lack of the time. 
> Most of the users are using internet for study /research purpose, (table-6) 
> Most of the users think that online database are essential.(table-1) 
urindiny, ^uqgeslions <£ Co/ic/us/on 
> The study reveals in table-15 the most of the users are made aware 
about the current journal through the display of new arrivals on the 
bulletin board and through their colleagues. 
> Most of the users are highly satisfied with the reference service, (table-2) 
> Most of the users are not satisfied with reservation facility(table-10) 
> Most of the users do not use the call no. to search the document (table-11) 
TENABILITY OF HYPOTHESES 
Hypothesis (1) Most of the users will be satisfied by the collection of the 
document in library as well as arrangement of the library 
materials the study reveals table-2 that a high percentage of 
users in SGPGIMS, Lucknow are satisfied by the collection 
and arrangement of the library, so the hypothesis 
substantiated. 
Hypothesis(2 ) Most of the services provided suffice the users requirements. 
The study depicts Table-4 that all the services of the library 
fulfil the requirements of the users. So the hypothesis has 
been proved true. 
Hypothesis (3) Most of the users search the documents by personally. 
According to the findings table-14 most of the uses search 
the documents by himself because open access system is 
available.So the hypothesis is proved. 
Hypothesis (4) Most of the users (S.R.) used the available internet service 
in the SGPGIMS, Lucknow. 
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The study reveals table-2 that senior Residents mostly used 
available internet services it is the results or findings. So the 
hypothesis is been true. 
Hypothesis (5) The user will be aware of internet and online services. 
The study reveals (Table2, 3, 4, 6) prove that most of the 
uses are aware of internet. 
Hypothesis (6) The scientists will be consulting the indexing and abstracting 
services. 
The study reveals in the table 3, that the scientists consult 
the indexing & abstracting less as desired. Thus, the 
hypothesis is proved wrong. 
SUGGESTIONS 
The study conducted on "study of the medical library services of 
SGPGIMS, Lucknow" reveals the following suggestions. 
1. E- Journals should be subscribed and more internet terminals for 
internet access should be increased in numbers. 
2. Sufficient internet services should be available to every users. 
3. Update the catalogue system & increase the no. of computers in the 
computer lab of the library for research purposes. 
4. Some more joumals should be subscribed to the library for research 
purposes. 
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5. Issue of books should be for a longer duration from one week to 15 
days. 
6. Stop issuing journals. 
7. Opening hours of the library should include Sunday evening to 
Monday morning. 
8. The library should maintain computerized catalogue for easy & fast 
searching of the documents as the library is already well maintained. 
CONCLUSION 
The present study sought to examine the study of the medical 
library services of SGPGIMS, Lucknow. Most of the objectives are met 
satisfactorily and most of the users are satisfied with various services, 
which are provided by the SGPGIMS, Lucknow. As we find but that the 
medical library are very good and helpful as well as the users are 
satisfied with the services. It gives the prompt access to the information 
the collections and arrangement Is also very good and effective. The 
photo copying service is also appreciated in terms of quality and 
charges only (50 paise) from all the users, thus of the library users are 
satisfied with the service. The users of the medical library are also 
satisfied with the online and CD-ROM database, some facilities are 
more prominent in the library such as library collection, an-angement of 
materials, computerized circulation's service. OPAC and Photo copying 
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service. The users are categorized into three groups such as JR (Junior 
Residents), SR (Senior Resident) and Ph.D. this enabled in finding out 
the data separately, According to the response of these levels. Most of 
the users search the documents with the help of title and other by 
authors. 
In the present era medical library play an important role in the 
medical sdences. The medical library provide current infomnation with 
the help of current journals on new inventions. The current journals 
consist Information regarding to new diseases and its symptoms and 
also the different techniques of cure, so consequently we can say that 
the medical library is a media which provide help to the users to 
understand and learn about new problem Inventions and their related 
solutions in tenms of innovational and techniques. 
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